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ABSTRACT
This thesis analyzes the market and financial feasibility of a conversion of an
historically certified factory building located in Haverhill, Massachusetts
into residential and retail use. The site is presently optioned by a developer
located in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
First, the property and the proposed development are described. The historic
nature of the property and the neighborhood are presented. Second, the
demographics and economy of Haverhill are analyzed. The results of a
market study are used to establish rent levels and potential sales prices. It
is concluded that the project is not feasible as a condominium development at
this time. Third, a financial analysis of the project is presented. A computer
model is used to determine the financial returns of the project using
conventional financing and public subsidies. The effects of the currently
proposed tax reform measures are included in the analysis. It is concluded
that the project requires public subsidy in order to be feasible.
Thesis Supervisor: James McKellar
Professor of Architecture and Planning
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCT ION
This thesis analyzes the feasibility of converting an historically certified
factory building located in Haverhill, Massachusetts into residential and
retail use. The buildings under study are currently optioned by a Boston
developer who has no prior development experience in Haverhill. The
developer was attracted to the city of Haverhill because it has been trying to
promote its historic riverfront as a likely site for residential development.
So far, very little market rate activity has taken place there. The developer
will be testing a new market and will be linking the success of his project to
the city's revitalization efforts. The developer must make decisions in a
climate of uncertainity caused by proposed sweeping changes in the tax
treatment of real estate. This thesis takes the project through a market
analysis and based on that information, models the impact of possible tax
changes and various ways of financing the project.
Chapter One describes the existing property and the proposed
rehabilitation. The surrounding neighborhood is described and a brief history
of Haverhill is presented.
Chapter Two analyzes the Haverhill market for both rental and
condominium units. Demographics and an outline of the region's economy are
presented and discussed. The results of a market study are presented and
conclusions are drawn about the most likely market for the development.
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Chapter Three develops a computer-based model to analyze the financial
feasibility of the project. The project will first be analyzed using
conventional financing under the existing and the proposed tax law. The
project will then be analyzed using public sector subsidies under the existing
and the proposed tax law. Using the same financial model, the effects of the
proposed tax reforms on the financial returns will be determined. The
chapter will conclude with a recommended course of action for the
developer.
DESCRIPT ION AND EXISTING CONDITIONS
The property, consisting of three buildings which are connected by
enclosed wooden walkways, is located at 66-72 Washington Street in
Haverhill, Massachusetts. It is listed in the National Register of Historic
Places Inventory as The Goodrich, Porter and Kimball Building. Built in 1882,
as a shoe factory, these Romanesque building have brownstone carvings,
large decorative terra cotta tiles and a considerable amount of patterned
brickwork (see Exhibit 1). The largest building fronts on Washington Street
and is five stories high. The other two buildings are both three story
structures and are located in the rear of the property. The buildings contain
about 60,000 square feet of floor space. Presently the buildings are
unoccupied and secured.
The site slopes downward from Washington Street and is bounded by the
Merrimack River in the rear. The river will provide attractive views for
apartments located in the rear of the development. A seawall which was
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constructed by the Army Corps of Engineers in response to a devastating
flood which occured in 1936, rises about eight feet above ground level but is
not high enough to interfere with views from the buildings.
DEVELOPMENT PLANS
The proposed development would convert the buildings into 66 apartments
consisting of 30 one bedroom and 36 two bedroom units. Apartments would
contain an average of 625 square feet for the one bedroom units and 825
square feet for the two bedroom units. The ground floor of the Washington
Street building would be converted into 3000 square feet of retail space.
The slope of the site would allow some parking to be provided beneath
the buildings. Access to the rear of the site is provided by an alley which
enters from Washington Street. The developer plans to purchase an open lot
immediately next to the rear of the property for use as additional parking.
Based on his initial negotiations with the owner, the developer believes that
this lot could be acquired for $165,000. Consideration was given to building
structured parking but this idea was abandoned due to cost considerations.
Consideration was also given to building additional units on top of the
existing buildings. These units would be sold off by the developer as soon as
they were completed and the profit used to reduce the developers equity
contribution. It was later determined that this could endanger the property's
Historic Certification (discussed below), which would have adverse tax
consequences. Also, the cost of constructing the new units was found to be
prohibitive since the roof of the existing structures would have to be
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strengthened in order to support the additional weight. [1]
The developer plans to take advantage of the river front location by
constructing a walk-way on top of the existing sea-wall. Access to the
walk-way would be provided by stairs to be located in the rear of the
property. This reinforced concrete deck would provide the property with a
link to the river which is now blocked by the seawall.
SITE CONTEXT
Haverhill is located 33 miles north of Boston and is 1.5 miles from Route
495, the area's principal highway. Commuting time to Boston is about 45
minutes via routes 495 and 93. An MBTA railroad stop is located about 100
yards from the property and provides regular service to Boston's South
Station. Travel time to Boston by rail is also about 45 minutes.
Two colleges are located in Haverhill: Northern Essex Community
College, a two-year, state-operated school which is the largest community
college in Massachusetts and Bradford College, a four-year private college.
There is also a regional vocational-technical high school, Whittier Tech.
The largest employer of Haverhill residents is AT&T Technologies in the
neighboring town of North Andover. AT&T employs 3,500 city residents in its
equipment manufacturing plant. Haverhill has recently used a $2,000,000
Urban Development Action Grant and a $10,000,000 Industrial Revenue Bond to
attract Wang Laboratories to a site located near to route 495.
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THE CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
The CBD is located along Washington Street, next to the north bank of the
Merrimack River. It is bounded to the east and the west by the city's two main
bridges, the County Bridge and the Bridge Street Bridge. (see Exhibit 2)
The property is located in a section of Washington Street which is one of the
more depressed parts of the Central Business District. Many of the buildings
are still abandoned but in recent years small retail operations have been
attracted into the neighborhood. These businesses include a sandwich shop, a
framing shop, the offices of the local newspaper, a small restaurant, and a
martial arts center. Two realtors and a used office equipment store are also
located in the same block. Generally, the businesses are of the type which do
not require a large sales volume in order to survive.
A large Section 8 Elderly housing project, The Phoenix House, is located
nearby. This project, completed in 1982, is also a conversion of a former
shoe factory building into apartments. The property appears to be well
managed and provides attractive rental apartments, some with river views.
It is one of six Section 8 Elderly projects located in Haverhill.
A section of the central business district located several blocks from
the proposed project was demolished in the 1960's as part of the federal
Urban Renewal Program. This area is still vacant except for a large
two-story parking facility. A development group, Crysen Limited
Partnership, had planned to develop the site as a downtown hotel. This
project was cancelled in July,1986 when another developer, A.J.Lane &
Company of Framingham,Massachusetts, announced plans to build a 350-room
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hotel/motel complex next to the city's eastern-most exit of Route 495.[21
During the past ten years, Haverhill has received about $24 million in
Community Development Block Grant funds.The city has used $1.1 million of
these funds to upgrade the Washington Street infrastructure. Improvements
include the installation of brick sidewalks, street improvements, "period"
lighting, and a 50 space public parking lot.[3]
THE MERRIMACK RIVER
In many other cities in the Merrimack Valley riverfront property has
escalated in value. Haverhill's efforts to link the CBD to the Merrimack River
have been frustrated by the seawall which was constructed by the Army Corps
of Engineers. The seawall physically separates the city from what is now a
relatively unpolluted, attractive natural resource. Pedestrians on
Washington Street are isolated from views of the river by the seawall. The
seawall has protected the city from floods but has also severed the city's
historic link to the river.
Several planning studies have recommended that Haverhill capitalize on
its unique location on the Merrimack River. In 1981, a study of the Haverhill
riverfront was done by the Conway School of Landscape Design. Among other
things, this study recommended that the city re-orient the CBD towards the
river by developing a continuous riverfront boardwalk. Shops and
restaurants along the boardwalk would extend commercial activity into this
area and provide a needed link to the river. [4] To date, there is no evidence
that the city plans to move in this direction.
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Historically, the river has played an important role as an energy
source for the factories, a means of transportation, a source of fish and as a
recreational resource. Only ten years ago the Merrimack was one of the most
polluted rivers in the United States but intensive pollution abatement efforts
have led to dramatic improvements. Fish species that were almost wiped out
by the pollution have returned in strength.
HISTORIC BACKGROUND
By the mid-19th century shoe manufacturing was the predominant
industry in Haverhill. The city's manufacturers had earned a reputation for
the quality of their product and many received medals at the 1876
Philadelphia Centennial Exposition.
In February, 1882 a devastating fire leveled nearly ten acres of the
manufacturing area. Seventy-five manufacturing operations were destroyed.
Plans were made to rebuild and, by October of the same year, 26 new
buildings had been constructed including two bank buildings, a hotel and 23
shoe factories. The industry had not only survived the fire, but it now
flourished in the new manufacturing facilities. Haverhill shoes continued to
win world-wide recognition particularly the fancy ladies shoes which were
known as "slippers". Local manufacturers were awarded medals at the
Exposition of Paris in 1889 and the Columbian Exposition of 1892. Haverhill
became known as the "Queen Slipper City of the World".
A variety of factors combined to produce a decline in Haverhill's shoe
manufacturing industry. Cheaper shoes began to be imported into the United
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States at the same time that worker's wage demands were increasing due to
unionization. The Great Depression of the 1930's dealt the industry the final
blow and Haverhill went into its steep economic decline.[51
THE WASHINGTON STREET HISTORIC SHOE DISTRICT
In 1976, Haverhill applied to have an eleven acre section of its Central
Business District listed in the National Register of Historic Places.The
National Register is the nation's official list of buildings and districts that are
judged to have historic significance. There are four criteria for listing in the
national register : (a) association with events that are deemed to be
historically significant; (b) association with the lives of persons who are
significant to our history (e.g. "Washington slept here") ; (c) embodiment of
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; (d)
likelihood of yielding information significant in history or prehistory. [6]
In Haverhill's case the area was listed on the Register because it was felt
that the the area presented a unified streetscape which had not been
significantly altered since 1862. As a result of the rapid reconstruction
which followed the fire of 1882, the district has the sort of unified and well
preserved "streetscape" that the National Park Service considers to be worthy
of preservation. Most of the buildings which were constructed after the fire
of 1882 were the work of two Haverhill architects, C. Willis Damon and Josiah
M. Littlefield. This serves to unify the overall architectural integrity of the
district. Although many buildings have undergone ground floor storefront
renovations, most of the architectural detail is intact. Only one building has
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been torn down and it has not been replaced by a modern structure.[7]
All buildings in an historic district that are judged to be "contributing
structures" are given the status of being a "certified historic structure".
A "certified historic structure" is a depreciable building or structure that is
either listed in the National Register or is located in a registered historic
district and certified by the Secretary of the Interior as being of historic
significance to the district. The project being studied is considered to be a
"contributing structure".
As in the case of its neighbors, Lowell and Lawrence, Haverhill's
historic buildings were saved in large part because the economy of the city
was too depressed to support any new construction. In the late 1970's and
early 80's the concept of preserving Main Street U.S.A. as an economic asset
became popular. Some cities such as Lowell, Massachusetts have become
tourism centers as a result of their Main Street Preservation Program. Other
cities, such as Haverhill, have not had the same degree of success.
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CHAPTER TWO
THE HAVERHILL MARKET
The characteristics of the Haverhill population were studied in order to
identify a market for the developers rental or condominium apartments.
Second, the economy of the area was examined in order to evaluate the area's
growth potential. Finally, rental and sales comparables were identified in
order to analyze the development's financial feasibility.
DEMOGRAPHICS
Table #1 summarizes the population characteristics of Haverhill and
compares Haverhill to the 14 other towns and cities in the lower Merrimack
Valley.These communities are: Amesbury,Andover, Boxford, Georgetown,
Groveland, Lawrence, Merrimac, Methuen, Newbury, Newburyport, North
Andover, Rowley, Salisbury,and West Newburyport. A rank of one indicates
lowest in the category,and a rank of 15 indicates highest in the category.
This data seems to indicate that Haverhill is a "working class" city.
When compared to the 14 other cities that are included in the Merrimack
Valley Planning Commission study only Lawrence has a higher percentage of
persons without a high-school education and of families with a female head of
household. These are two groups which are most likely to fall below the
so-called "poverty line".
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Table #1 : Characteristics of the Haverhill Population
Rank
Population 46,865 14
Percentage under the age
of 15 21.6% 7
Percentage over the age
of 65 15.6% 8
Percentage of families with
female head of household 19.0% 14
Percentage of persons without
high school education 36.6% 14
Percentage of persons with
college education 10.5% 3
Percentage of Blue Collar
Workers 40.2% 11
Median family income $18,890 3
Source : Merrimack Valley Planning Commision
Median family income of $18,890 is the third lowest in a range of between
$15,457 for Lawrence and $35,483 for the affluent community of Boxford. The
Haverhill Chamber of Commerce estimates that 1985 median income was
$28,000 but no supporting documentation is provided to support this five
year, 48% Increase. Certainly income has increased as a function of inflation
and as a result of declining unemployment in Massachusetts but the Chamber
of Commerce estimate seems overly optimistic.[ 1]
A key indicator of housing demand is population growth. Census data for
the Merrimack Valley reflects the decline in the areas population that
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accompanied the decline in the area's economy. Haverhill's population in 1930
stood at 48,710 as compared to the 1980 population of 46,865. Between 1970
and 1980 the population increased by only 1.6% as compared to an increase of
5.6% for the area as a whole. (The Haverhill Chamber of Commerce estimates
that population increased to 48,500 in 1985 but no supporting data is
provided. )[2]
Building permit data indicates a surge of activity in recent years. In
1981, 961 permits were issued for projects totaling $10.9 million. In 1985,
1,675 permits were issued for projects valued at $29.2 million. Although
some of these permits were for projects located in the city's central business
district, many were for developments which are located close to the main
highway, Route 495.[3]
The success or failure of this particular project is linked to Haverhill's
efforts to revitalize its downtown. Most recent development in the area has
been located as close as possible to Route 495. These projects are a benefit
to the downtown area only in that they serve to increase the tax base of the
city. Their location within the city limits is incidental to the main focus which
is easy access to Route 495. Residents of these developments are most likely
to shop at the nearby shopping malls located along Route 495 and work in
office or manufacturing facilities which are also located along Route 495. The
project under consideration must be able to compete with these developments
which are oriented to the highway rather than the downtown. The downtown
area must provide amenities and a lifestyle that will attract residents into
the city and away from the highway.
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To date there is little evidence that new residents are being attracted
into the downtown. Most of the existing housing in the downtown area is
subsidized and is not aimed at the more upscale market that is found in the
developments around route 495.
THE ECONOMY OF THE REGION
The lower Merrimack Valley has seen three periods of economic growth.
Prior to the industrial revolution the area was known for shipbuilding and the
manufacturing of horse drawn carriages. These industries declined as a
result of changes in technology and were gradually replaced by other
industries.
By the end of the nineteenth century, the cities of Lawrence and
Haverhill had become world centers of the textile and footwear
industries.These industries eventually declined as a result of competition
from cheaper products produced in the southern United States and overseas.
During the period between 1947 and 1956, the region had a net loss of nearly
18,000 manufacturing jobs. The region's shoe manufacturing industry which
had employed 12,000 workers in 1950, had less than 4,200 workers by 1975.
The most recent boom has resulted from the state's successful efforts
to attract high-tech industry into the region. During the 1960's and 1970's the
Boston area became a center for high-tech manufacturing. The Boston area
now enjoys one of the lowest unemployment rates in the nation.
However, in large part, high-tech research and manufacturing has been
fueled by the Reagan administration's defense spending. During the past six
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years one of the largest peace-time defense build-ups in our history has
made for profitable times for defense contractors. Many of the high-tech
components for the new weapons systems are produced by Boston area firms
that obtain subcontracts from large defense contractors such as General
Dynamics and Rockwell International.
Therefore the economy of the region is very dependent on the continued
growth of the defense industry. Sharp reductions in military spending during
the mid-1970's along with the recession of 1974-1975 led to regional
unemployment rates of 16% in 1975. Future reductions in defense spending
could cause another round of widespread layoffs and a regional economic
decline. This decline would be felt most sharply by those cities which are
already depressed, such as Haverhill and Lawrence. Until the region
develops a more diversified economic base, there can be no assurance that
property values will continue to rise if defense spending declines.[4]
MARKET COMPARABLES
The developer had projected rents of $650 for 625 square foot one-
bedroom units and $750 for 825 square foot two-bedroom units. Rent for the
retail space was projected at $13 per square foot. Current condominium
sales price figures were projected at between $130 and $150 per square foot.
These figures were based largely on information provided by realtors and
city officials and did not rely on actual market comparables.
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RENTAL COMPARABLES
The author conducted a study in order to test the validity of the
developer's assumptions about the market and found that actual market rents
for comparable apartments in the same block was in the range of $450 - $550
for a one bedroom unit and $650-$700 for a two bedroom unit. Three
residential rental buildings, all of which are converted factory buildings, are
presently in operation. Two other rental projects are under construction.
The owners of these five properties were interviewed by the author in order
to obtain the best available information about the actual and projected
rents.(see Exhibit 3)
A four unit building at 97-99 Washington Street which is owned by a local
dentist has one and two bedroom units which rent for $450 and $650
respectively. All apartments have washer/dryer units and the two bedroom
apartments have one and one-half bathrooms. The two bedroom units contain
about 1200 square feet which is almost 50% larger than two-bedroom units in
the subject property.[5]
An eight unit building at 52-54 Washington Street is owned by a local
physician. A local newspaper, the Eagle Tribune is located on the ground
floor. One and two bedroom units both contained 1000 square feet and were
rented for $550 and $650 respectively. This elevator building is equiped with
a security system and all apartments come with a full appliance package.[61
A nine unit building at 46-48 Washington Street is owned by the
shopkeeper who occupies the ground floor with a framing and print shop. The
apartments are loft-type and are more or less rented by the square foot.
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The owner installs interior walls to suit the needs of the tenant. Three of the
nine units are completed and rented for about $.85 per square foot per
month. When applied to the proposed development this translates into rents
of $530 for the one bedroom units and $700 for the two-bedroom units. All of
the units have washer/dryer units, microwave ovens, ceiling fans and
"high-end" finishes. Tenants will share a roof-top deck and a community
room. Units will range in size from 400 to 900 square feet. So far, only the
smaller apartments have been rented but the owner hopes to rent his largest
units for about $750.17]
In the same block, two other rental housing projects are in
construction. Both are conversions of shoe factory buildings. The building
directly across Washington Street from the subject property was recently
purchased by a local lawyer. Her plans include a ground floor restaurant,
The Park Lunch, with six one-bedroom rental'units above. Apartments will
contain from 560 to 600 square feet. The apartments will feature
air-conditioning, sound insulated walls and walk-in closets. Tenants will
share a washer-dryer unit in the basement. The owner projected rents of
$475 which she felt was slightly below the market but which would hopefully
assure a fast rent-up.[8]
The building immediately next to the subject property is being converted
into 14 rental units. The local developer/builder projects rents of from $550
for the one-bedroom, 650 square foot units and $750 for the bi-level, 1000
square foot units. As of July, 1986, the rough framing and plumbing had been
completed. [9]
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Rents were slightly higher for comparable, completed and occupied units
in other parts of the city. A recently converted school house offered
bi-level, 900 square foot, two bedroom units for $695. Other comparables,
not in the immediate vicinity of the the project, had rents of about $675 for a
two bedroom unit.
Retail rent for comparable space was found to be $12 per square foot per
year which was very close to the developers estimate of $13.
CONDOMINIUM COMPARABLES
Actual sales price figures were found to be in the range of from $95 to
$105 per square foot for comparable condominium units in the Haverhill area
(see Exhibit 4). To date, no residential condominiums have been sold in the
Haverhill Historic Shoe District in which this project is located. The developer
would be "testing the water" for downtown condominium sales
As was discussed above, the project would have to be competitive with
residential condominium projects located close to Route 495 in order to be
successful. Some developments around Route 495 , such as the recently
completed Hunter's Run development, offer two bedroom, townhouse units
with garages for as little as $121,000. Two bedroom, one and 1/2 bath,
apartments with approximately 1000 square feet in this same development
were priced at $100,000 or $100 per square foot.
Prices for these new units are remarkably low when compared to prices
for units located closer to Boston. Home prices in the Boston area are among
the highest in the nation and have increased at an astonishing rate in recent
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years. If these developments were located within 10 to 15 miles of Boston the
price of the units would probably be twice or three times as great. The low
prices are probably a result of low land costs. A number of the developments
in Haverhill were constructed on land which had been purchased 10 or more
years ago. In some cases, a few houses or an apartment building had been
constructed on a large parcel in the 60's or 70's and the remainder of the land
had been held for future development. Now a booming economy and the
expansion of the Boston market made larger scale development close to route
495 possible. For the developer who had been holding the land for 10 or more
years, land costs were really not a factor. The land was "bought and paid
for" and had been acquired for a fraction of its current value.
By comparison, acquisition costs are a most important factor for the
developer of the Washington Street property. Acquisition costs add about
$18.50 per square foot to the cost of the development and would account for
20% of the projected total development costs.
CONCLUSIONS
The project is not feasible as a condominium project at this time due to
competition from projects located outside of the downtown area, in many
cases close to Route 495. If it is undertaken, the project should be developed
as rental units with the hope that the downtown area will continue to improve
and that this revitalization will lead to higher prices and allow the developer
to convert to condominiums at a later date.
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CHAPTER THREE
FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The developer originally planned to build the project as condominium
apartments which would be rented for a period of five years in order to fully
capture the Investment Tax Credit for Historically Certified Structures. (A
variation of this plan was to sell the condominium units to investors who
would then rent the units and capture the Investment Tax Credit for
themselves.) Based on the developer's original estimates of achievable
rents, the property was expected to perform well during the rental holding
period. Original projections showed an after-tax return on investment during
the holding period of 28% in the first year of operation . The after-tax ROI
was projected to increase to 41% by the fifth year of operation. Despite these
promising expectations for rental period returns, it was the projected
profits from the sale of the condominiums at the end of the holding period
that provided the real incentive for going ahead with the project. Based on
these expectations, the developer put up a non-refundable deposit of
$100,000.
Shortly after the developer had put his money on the line, Senator
Packwood announced that he had solid support in the Senate for a bill which
would radically alter the tax code and eliminate most of the tax advantages
of real estate investments. The bill would lower the maximum tax bracket
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from 50% to 27% and would make up the lost revenues by eliminating a variety
of tax deductions, including many which presently favor real estate. The bill
was approved by the Senate Finance Committee in May and was approved by
the full Senate on June 24, 1986. The House of Representatives had approved
a different tax reform bill in December, 1985 and a compromise tax reform
bill is now being negotiated by the joint Congress. The Senate and the House
bills differ in many ways but both bills would have a negative impact on real
estate development. Some of these negative impacts will be illustrated in this
chapter.
The harsh realities of new market data, as presented in Chapter 2, also
surfaced during this period. That data showed less potential from the
near-term sale of the units and much lower than expected rent levels.
Combined with the proposed sweeping changes in the tax law, the market
analysis forced the developer to revise his plans for the project. If the
project could be made to work as a long-term, residential rental
development at the reduced rent levels, the developer would achieve a
margin of safety that was lacking in his original concept. If the sales prices
for condominiums in the area continued to rise, he could perhaps convert to
condominiums at some future time but would not be faced with a loss in the
event that prices remained flat or increased only slightly.
In this chapter the financial feasibility of the project is first analyzed
when conventional financing is used. Two conventional financing scenarios are
presented: Scenario I models the project using the provisions of the existing
tax code. Scenario 2 models the project using those provisions of the
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proposed tax legislation that are most likely to be adopted in the final tax
reform bill.
Scenarios 3 and 4 demonstrate the effects of using an innovative state
housing subsidy program, State Housing Assistance for Rental Production
(SHARP). Scenario 3 models the project using the existing tax code and
Scenario 4 uses the "most likely to be adopted" provisions, as in Scenario 2.
A key factor in the financial feasibility of the project will be the benefits
derived from the Investment Tax Credit for Historic Rehabilitation. The
provisions of this tax incentive are outlined below along with some of the
possible changes in this tax credit which may be brought about by the pending
tax bill.
THE INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT FOR HISTORIC REHABILITATION
The Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 established a tax credit for the
rehabilitation of historic properties. The credit allows real estate
developers to deduct from their taxes, on a dollar-for-dollar basis, 25% of
the cost incurred in connection with the rehabilitation of historic properties.
This credit can be taken as soon as the rehabilitation has been completed.
And, the credits can be carried-back three years or carried-forward five
years. These two features of the credit create, in effect, a direct Federal
subsidy of construction costs designed to encourage historic rehabilitation. It
is no wonder that many developers have become preservationists!
In order to qualify for this generous tax-credit, the following conditions
must be present:
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I) The building must be on the National Register of Historic Places or within
an Historic District.
2) The property must be income-producing (rental) property.
Owner-occupied residential property does not qualify.
3) The rehabilitation costs must exceed $5,000 or the adjusted basis of the
property (the amount paid for the property less the cost of the land).
That is, the developer must spend more for the rehabilitation than he
paid for the property.
4) The rehabilitation work must be approved by the National Park Service
and 75% of the existing exterior walls must be retained in place. (The
provision of the tax act which requires that the rehabilitation work be
approved by the National Park Service can create the risk of increased
project costs. The developer can be subjected to the whims of a large
federal bureaucracy.)
5) Only straight-line as opposed to accelerated depreciation can be taken
and 50% of the amount of the investment tax credit must be deducted
from the depreciable basis. ( The proposed tax law would increase this
deduction from the basis to 100% of the investment tax credit. )
6) The tax credit is subject to recapture if the property is sold during the
first five years.(This penalty is charged on a pro rata basis. If the
propery is sold after one year, 80% of the tax credit is recaptured, if it
is sold after two years, 60% is recaptured and so on. )[1]
Proposed changes in the tax law which are under consideration as this is
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written would reduce the value of the Investment Tax Credit in the following
ways :
* The amount of the credit would be reduced from 25% to 20% of the cost of the
rehabilitation expenses.
a The amount of the federal subsidy of construction costs would be reduced by
5%
* The Senate bill would require that the tax credits could only be used to
offset passive or investment income as opposed to ordinary income such as
wages. (It is unlikely that this provision will be retained in the final bill since
it would drastically reduce the value of the tax credit.)
* Instead of 50% , the full investment tax credit would be deducted from the
basis of the property. This would reduce the amount of the annual
depreciation and would reduce taxable losses and increase taxable gains.
Although the benefits (some would say abuses) of the investment tax
credit may be reduced by the proposed tax reforms, one could argue that
historic rehabilitation projects will be no less attractive to developers and
investors. Although the amount of the credit will be reduced as a percentage
of rehabilitation costs, a tax credit will still provide a dollar-for-dollar
reduction in the developer's tax bill and this type of credit may be one of the
very few to survive the sweeping tax reforms. It is clear that Congress
continues to believe that the benefits to the nation from providing tax
incentives for historic rehabilitation have outweighed the drain on the
Treasury. [21
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SCENARIQ #1
THE BASE CASE : CONVENTIONAL FINANCING UNDER THE EXISTING TAX LAW
In order to establish a base case against which other scenarios could be
compared, a spreadsheet financial model was developed. Income and
expenses and before and after-tax returns were projected over a 10 year
period. Estimated project costs were provided by the developer's general
contractor and these assumptions have been incorporated into the base case
model.
PROJECT BASE CASE ASSUMPTIONS
Project Costs
Construction Costs
Parking
Development Fee
Contingency
Projected Rents
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Retail
Operating Expenses
Management
Replacement
Growth Factors
Rents
Expenses
Construction period :
Disposition Cap Rate :
$50.00 per sq.ft.
$10.00 per sq.ft.
5% of construction costs
10% of construction costs
$550/month
$650/month
$12 sf/year
5% of net revenues
1% of net revenues
5% per year
5% per year
12 months
10%
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A market survey of rents in comparable properties in the immediate
area was used to establish projected rents. Based on this survey, the rents
for one, two and three bedroom apartments of comparable size and quality
were established. These rents were then increased at the rate of five percent
per year. All projected rents are exclusive of utilities including heat. On site
parking will be provided at an additional charge of $25.00 per month. Rent for
the retail space was also based on a survey of comparable space in the
immediate vicinity of the project. Retail rents were also increased at the rate
of five percent per year. Although this rate of increase is somewhat
conservative, an assumption was made that inflation will remain at present
levels.
Operating expenses were based on projections made by the developer for
similar properties in this area. Revenues and expenses have been increased
at the same rate in order to reflect the effects of inflation on both. Because
revenues are greater than operating expenses, the effect of increasing both
at the same rate creates an increase in the Net Operating Income. If rents
are increased at a greater rate than expenses, the Net Operating Income is
increased by an even greater rate. This steady growth in the NOI is known as
operating leverage. Aggressive assumptions about the projected increases in
revenues can be used to turn a sow's ear into a silk purse and tend to distort
the true economic worth of a project. Therefore, rather conservative
assumptions have been made in order to minimize the effects of operating
leverage.
It is assumed that the project will be held for ten years as a rental property.
This assumption was made due to the present market price for residential
condominiums in Haverhill.
The provisions of the existing tax law have been used for the projections
in the base case model. These provisions are summarized in the table below
and in the notes which follow.
TABLE #3: EXISTING TAX LAW PROVISIONS
Maximum Tax Rates:
Ordinary Income 50%
Capital Gains Income 20%
Depreciation Period 19 years
Deduction of ITC from Basis 50%
9 The developer will be able to use the full Investment Tax Credit for Historic
Rehabilitation in the year in which the project is completed. This credit is a
dollar-for-dollar reduction in tax liability and can be carried back three
years or carried forward five years. Because of the carry-back provision,
the Investment Tax Credit is actually a return of equity if it does not exceed
the total of taxes paid during the current year and the carry-back period.
Therefore the ITC is treated as a reduction of the developers equity
contribution to the project. This has the effect of greatly increasing his
after-tax ROI in the following years.
e The developers will be able to fully use all after-tax losses in the year in
which they occur.
* The project will be sold on December 31 of year eleven and the sales price
will be based on the capitalized value of the Net Operating Income for that
year. The gain on sale will be taxed as a capital gain at the present maximum
rate of 20%
e Under the existing tax law one-half of the Investment Tax Credit is deducted
from the basis of the property for the purpose of calculating the yearly
depreciation. Projects that utilize the Investment Tax Credit must be
depreciated on a straight-line basis over the standard 19 year period.
e In this scenario, the project is financed using a construction loan with an
interest rate of 9.5% and a mortgage loan with an interest rate of 10.5% The
mortgage has a term of 15 years and an amortization period of 30 years. The
maximum amount of the mortgage loan was derived by applying a debt service
coverage ratio of 1. 15 to the projected first year's Net Operating Income.
This resulted in a maximum mortgage loan amount of $3,000,000.
* Since total project costs are about 5.5 million the project would require an
equity contribution of about $2.5 million. For the purposes of this analysis,
the actual amount of the equity required is reduced on a dollar- for-dollar
basis by the Investment Tax Credit.
FEASIBILITY WITH CONVENTIONAL FINANCING UNDER EXISTING TAX LAW
The project is barely feasible under the provisions of the existing tax
law. The rental income will not support a mortgage greater than $3,000,000.
Therefore, the mortgage is only 53% of the total project cost. As noted
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above, the developers equity contribution is reduced by the ITC but the
project will still require a tax adjusted equity contribution of about
$1,400,000.
Because the mortgage loan amount conforms with conventional
underwriting standards the project provides a positive before-tax cash flow
in the first operating year and in all subsequent years. After-tax cash flow in
the first year is almost $140,000 which is a 9.9% return on the initial
after-tax investment. This return on investment increases to 12.4% by the
fifth year of operation. In this scenario, the project has an after-tax Net
Present Value of $403,084 when discounted at 10% The Internal Rate of
Return is 14.7% 9 (see Exhibit 5). (As noted above, the effect of a real estate
syndication has not been included in the analysis in order to permit the
comparison of a variety of different scenarios using different tax
assumptions. The sale of the Investment Tax Credit,gains and losses, and the
residuals would obviously reduce the developers initial investment but the
total value of the ITC and losses during the first five years, the standard
investor pay-in period, would be only $1,360,000 which is far short of the
required $2,600,000 difference between total project costs and the maximum
mortgage amount.)
It is important to note that the project could probably not be financed for
an amount greater than $3,000,000 even if it were presented to the lender as
a condominium development rather than as a rental project. As was
discussed in Chapter 2 , no condominium projects have been developed in
downtown Haverhill and the developers of this project would be the first to
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test the market. Few lenders would finance this project for an amount which
could not be supported by a rental alternative. That is, the bank would want
to be assured that if the developer were unable to sell the apartments as
condominiums, the units could be rented at levels which would support the
debt payments.
SCENARIO 2 : CONVENTIONAL FINANCING WITH PROPOSED TAX LAW
Proposed sweeping changes in the tax law have created a climate of
uncertainty for real estate developers. They are facing a new world in which
it is likely that real estate development projects will no longer enjoy the
favored tax status of recent years. It is probable that future real estate
development projects' will become more economic as opposed to
tax-oriented. Proposed radical changes in the maximum income tax rate, the
capital gains tax, the treatment of losses and gains, and the alternative
minimum tax have made financial planning extremely difficult.
This scenario analyzes the project using the same basic assumptions of
the Base Case but adds the provisions of the proposed tax law that are most
likely to be adopted into law. By comparing this projection with the base
case model, one can see the effect of the proposed tax law changes on this
rental housing development. The developer based his original plans on the
existing tax law and in this projection an attempt is made to predict the future
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and to assess the project in light of a less favorable tax climate.
The assumptions made are as follows :
e The Capital Gains Tax is eliminated and all income is assumed to be taxed at
a maximum rate of 30%.
a The depreciable life of the property is increased from 19 to 30 years.
(Although accelerated depreciation will probably be eliminated in the new tax
law, this will not affect the project since, as in the Base Case, accelerated
depreciation cannot be used in conjunction with the Investment Tax Credit for
Historic Properties. )
* The full amount of the Investment Tax Credit is deducted from the basis
of the property as compared to a reduction of one-half of the ITC under the
existing tax law.
* As in the Base Case, the mortgage amount is determined by applying a Debt
Coverage Ratio of 1. 15 to the Net Operating Income of the first stabilized year
and the sales price is calculated by capitalizing the Net Operating Income in
the year of sale at 10%
a Losses are limited to a maximum of $25,000 per year which can be used to
offset ordinary income.
e Construction period expenses including construction interest and financing
fees are added to the depreciable basis instead of being amortized over a ten
year period or the life of the loan. This provision substantially reduces the
losses that can be taken during the construction period and is aimed at
curbing tax-shelter losses.
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FEASIBILITY WITH CONVENTIONAL FINANCING AND PROPOSED TAX LAW
The project is not feasible under the provisions of the proposed tax law.
The required initial investment is increased to $1,700,000 due to the
reduction in the Investment Tax Credit from 25% to 20% of the rehabilitation
expenses. The amount of yearly depreciation is reduced by more than
$100,000 because of the increased depreciation period. Yearly depreciation
is also decreased because of the provision which requires that the full
amount of the Investment Tax Credit be deducted from the basis amount.
The value of the remaining losses is further decreased by the lower
maximum marginal tax rate. The taxable gain on sale is taxed at ordinary
rates because the capital gains tax provision is eliminated.
The after-tax Net Present Value of the project is reduced to under 10%
and the Internal Rate of Return is reduced to 8.90% The project does not
provide an after-tax return on the initial investment that is above 10% until
the eighth year of operations. It is very unlikely that large initial
investments would be made with the expectation of such meagre returns (see
Exhibit 6).
PUBLIC SECTOR FINANCING FOR RENTAL HOUSING
Because the project does not appear to be feasible under the provisions
of the proposed tax law, housing assistance programs are examined as
possible alternatives to the conventional financing discussed in Scenarios 1
and 2.
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As the gap between the cost of producing rental units and the rents which
can be charged to support those costs has increased, private and public
sector developers have had to look to various forms of subsidy. Although
these programs can be extremely complicated, there are really only three
areas of rental housing development that can be provided with subsidy :
construction costs, financing costs and rental income. All Federal and state
programs involve the use of one or more of these subsidy mechanisms.
In most cases, the developer is required to conform to certain
affordability guidelines in exchange for the public subsidy. Guidelines can
place limits on sales prices or rents. Some programs provide a subsidy
directly to the consumer as is the case in mortgage subsidy programs for
first time home buyers and rental subsidy programs such as the federal
existing Section 8 program or Massachusett's Chapter 707 Program.
The Reagan administration has almost entirely eliminated federal
housing assistance programs. Fortunately, Massachusetts has created a
number of programs which are intended to replace these federal programs.
One of these state programs is examined in the remainder of this chapter.
STATE HOUSING ASSISTANCE FOR RENTAL PRODUCTION (SHARP)
This program has been in operation through the Executive Office of
Communities and Development since 1984. It was established to increase the
availability of housing for low-income households through tax-exempt
mortgage bond programs in the face of declining federal subsidies. SHARP
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provides an additional interest rate write-down as a means of making
tax-exempt rental projects more income targetted.
The permanent financing for SHARP projects is provided by the
Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency (MHFA). The MHFA issues tax-exempt
bonds and uses the proceeds to provide mortgages which have a reduced
interest rate. The present interest rate for this type of mortgage is in the
area of 8.00% The SHARP funds are used to reduce the interest rate of the
mortgage to as low as 5% on projects where at least 25% of the units are
affordable to families earning 80% or below of the area's median income. For
the Haverhill area, 80% of the median income of a family of three is $22,950.
The SHARP funds are considered to be a loan to the developer and the
guidelines require that the full amount of the subsidy be repaid at the time of
sale or "as the project can afford to do so". Since both the market rate rents
and the HUD determined rents are expected to rise over time, the amount of
the annual SHARP subsidy required is expected to decline. The SHARP subsidy
must be phased out over a 15 year period. The developer is required to repay
the cumulative amount of the SHARP subsidy with a deferred interest rate of
5% per year. The subsidy provided by the MHFA tax-free bond financing does
not need to be repaid.
The annual amount of the SHARP subsidy available for the lower income
units is determined by the gap between 'cost-based" rents and "attainable"
rents. "Cost-based" rents are defined as the rent needed to support the debt
service and operating costs of the project. For those units which have not
been set aside for low income families,"attainable" rent is the same as the
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market-rate rent. And, for the setaside low-income units, "attainable" rent
is determined by the using figures provided on an annual basis for the region
by the federal Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
Low-income persons who are unable to pay the full amount of the HUD
determined "attainable" rent may be provided with federal Section 8 or state
Chapter 707 rental assistance certificates which provide a direct rent subsidy
to the owner. As a result, the owner is not at risk with regard to the income
stream from the low-income units.
As an example of how the two SHARP rent schedules might compare with
each other,Table #4 lists the rents which are attainable in the open market in
Haverhill and the HUD determined rents. HUD rents have been adjusted for the
cost of all utilities including heat.
As can be seen from the table, these HUD defined maximum rents are
usually well below the open market maximum rents. This, in effect, reduces
the rent roll from what might be seen in a conventional market rate project.
Table #4 : Market Rents Compared With HUD Existing Section 8 Rents
Market Rent HUD Rent
One Bedroom $550 $370
Two Bedroom $650 $400
Three Bedroom $750 $520
SHARP and
determine what
actually have on
other subsidy programs have to be carefully examined to
impact restrictions and requirements of the developer
the project's bottom line. For example, program guidelines
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require that "the owner's contribution in SHARP developments will
approximate twenty per cent of the total project cost". However, the
developer's actual cash contribution can be far less than twenty per cent
because of the SHARP's definition of qualified equity. The equity investment is
made up of four components :
1. The developer's fee which is 10% of the total project costs exclusive of
the acquisition cost.
2. A cash contribution which is equal to about 2% of the mortgage amount.
3. An operating period letter of credit which is equal to 4% of the mortgage
amount. This letter of credit can decline by one per cent per year after each
full year of operation with a positive cash flow.
4. An additional letter of credit which is also equal to 4% of the mortgage
amount but which is not reduced by one per cent per year.
Therefore, actual cash equity required is only 2% for projects that can
be financed with a mortgage in the amount of 88% of the total project costs.
(Debt service coverage is required to be at least 110%) This provision is very
popular with developers who do not want to make large equity investments in
development projects.
Another example of a "paper tiger" restriction on developers is a
regulated return to six per cent based upon his actual cash contribution.
However, the program guidelines do not consider the tax effects of the
project. Of course, the developer and the public agencies are well aware of
them. Under the existing tax law the developer is able to sell off the tax
benefits of the project thereby improving his return. This has been a major
driving force behind the program.[21
The proposed tax reforms would greatly reduce the tax benefits for this
type of project and for subsidized housing in general. However, they will
still offer an opportunity for developers to make some projects more
feasible and affordable.This is illustrated in the following two scenarios.
SCENARIO #3: TAX-EXEMPT MORTGAGE FINANCING WITH SHARP SUBSIDY UNDER
EXIST ING TAX LAW.
Based on the guidelines discussed above, the following assumptions were
made:
* The project will be be supported by the two levels of rent shown in Table
#4 : 75% of the units will provide rents which have been determined by the
open market and 25% of the units will provide rents which are set according to
the HUD schedule and which are below-market.
* The rent from the retail space will provide an additional income stream.
MHFA financing can be used for this part of the development because it is less
than 5% of the total project.
e The mortgage amount is the lesser of 88% of total project costs or the
amount that can be supported when provision is made for 110% debt service
coverage.
* The interest rate for the permanent loan is 8% which is the current rate
for mortgages financed with tax-free bonds. The mortgage interest rate in
Scenarios 1 and 2 was 10.5%
* Repayment of the SHARP subsidy commences in the operating year in
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which the cash-flow is in excess of the amount required to provide the
developer with a six per cent return on equity as defined in the SHARP
program guidelines.
e The full amount of the remaining total SHARP subsidy is repaid in the year
of sale.
a Since the SHARP subsidy is phased out over the ten year holding period,
it is assumed that the project is sold as a market rate project in year eleven.
FEASIBILITY USING TAX-EXEMPT MORTGAGE FINANCING WITH SHARP SUBSIDY
EXISTING TAX LAW
The financial analysis of this scenario demonstrates very clearly why
developers have been eager to participate in the SHARP program. (The
spreadsheet analysis is presented as Exhibit 7. )
The most important benefits to the developer in this scenario are derived
from the greatly increased mortgage amount. The mortgage amount can be
increased to $5,280,000 as a result of three factors : (1) tax-exempt
financing allows the interest rate to be reduced to 8% (2) the debt service
coverage requirement is reduced to 110% (3) the SHARP subsidy is used to
make up the difference between the net operating income and the fixed debt
service.
In Scenario 1 (conventional financing under the existing tax law), the
gap between the total project cost and the mortgage amount was about
$2,600,000. In this scenario the gap is reduced to about $740,000 and almost
$500,000 of this gap represents the developers 10% fee which is counted as an
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equity contribution. In Scenario 1, even after taking into account the effect of
the investment tax credit as a de facto reduction of equity, the developer's
equity contribution is about $1,400,000. In the present scenario, due to the
increased mortgage amount, almost the full amount of the investment tax
credit can be "taken out of the deal" and the project has a positive after-tax
cash flow of nearly $1 ,100,000 in the first year.
Although the developer's return on equity is limited to 6%, this reduced
before-tax return is more than compensated for by the greatly increased tax
benefits. One might say that the developer really no longer cares about the
before-tax cash flow of the project - the real rewards come from the tax
benefits. The project throws off large after-tax losses in every year of
operation. In the first year of operation tax shelter benefits account for
almost 93% of the after-tax cash flow.
Taxes on the sale proceeds plus the repayment of the SHARP subsidy
result in a negative cash flow of about $430,000 in the sale year. This tax-
loss recapture and resulting negative cash flow on sale is typical of highly
leveraged, tax-oriented deals. The present value of this loss when
discounted at 10% is only $167,000.
SCENARIO #4: TAX-EXEMPT MORTGAGE FINANCING WITH SHARP SUBSIDY UNDER
PROPOSED TAX LAW
This scenario models the effects of the proposed tax law on rental
projects using the SHARP program. In a more general way it illustrates the
effect of the proposed tax law on all low-income housing projects.
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Tax incentives have made low-income rental housing an attractive
investment. The proposed tax law would remove most of the tax advantages
which make these projects possible. If it were not for the Investment Tax
Credit, which is reduced but not eliminated in the proposed legislation, this
project would be totally infeasible. Even so, the value of the project is
greatly reduced by the tax law changes.
The assumptions made are the same as those made in Scenario #3 plus
the following assumptions which reflect the proposed changes in the tax law:
* The Capital Gains Tax is eliminated and all income is assumed to be taxed at
a 30% maximum rate.
* The depreciable life of the property is increased to 30 years from 19 years.
* The full amount of the Investment Tax Credit is deducted from the basis of
the property for purposes of calculating the annual depreciation.
a Losses which can be used to offset ordinary income are limited to $25,000
per year.
* All construction period expenses are added to the depreciable basis of the
property instead of being expensed in the year incurred or amortized over a
10 year period.
FEASIBILITY USING TAX-EXEMPT MORTGAGE FINANCING WITH SHARP SUBSIDY
UNDER PROPOSED TAX LAW
The present value of the after-tax cash flows is reduced by 61% as a
result of the proposed changes in the tax law. Although the project still has a
positive after-tax cash flow in the first year, this cash flow is substantially
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reduced by the reduction in.the investment tax credit and by the elimination of
the losses generated by construction period expenses. (As noted
above,under the new tax law provisions all construction period expenses are
added into the depreciable basis of the property and are depreciated over 30
years.) After-tax cash flow in the first year is reduced from about
$1, 100,000 to $730,000. (see Exhibit 8)
Since only $25,000 of the tax losses can be offset against ordinary
income,and since a maximum tax rate of 30% has been assumed, the annual
cash flow from the tax shelter is reduced to a maximum of $7,500 per year.
Since the SHARP program limits the developer's return on equity to 6% , the
total after-tax cash flow during the entire operating period is only $22,590
per year. Annual operating period after-tax cash flows in the previous
scenario ranged from about $190,000 in year two to $84,000 in year ten.
Clearly, the SHARP program is far less attractive when used under the
provisions of the proposed tax law. Howeverwhen compared with the use of
conventional financing under the proposed tax law (Scenario 2), the SHARP
program is preferable. Table 5 below compares the two "new tax law"
scenarios.
Table #5 : Comparison of Scenario 2 with Scenario 4
Conventional SHARP
Equity Required $1,712,218 none
Before-Tax NPV ($1,413,411) ($142,996)
After-Tax NPV ($122,016) $567,803
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CONCLUSIONS
The developer should make use of the SHARP program in order to obtain a
large mortgage at a below-market rate. The SHARP program allows the
developer to finance almost 88% of the total project cost. When conventional
financing is used (Scenarios 1 and 2), only 53% of the project cost can be
financed. The SHARP program allows the developer to "take cash out of the
deal" at the completion of construction. This money can be used to fund his
next development project.
When conventional financing is used, the project is barely feasible under
the existing tax law and infeasible under the proposed tax law. When the
SHARP program is used, the project is feasible under both the existing and the
proposed tax law. The proposed tax law would reduce the projects potential
but the project would still provide an adequate return. The SHARP program
would allow the developer to proceed with the project despite the negative
impact of the tax law changes.
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EXHIBIT 3
Haverhill Rental Comparables Current rentals
Address
97-99 Washington St.
Haverhill
Units
2 one bed.
2 two bed
Sq. Ft.
600
1200
Rents
$450 + utilities
$650 + utilities
Owner: Dr. Howard Hill
Remarks: Luxury class units. Owner provides no parking. Rehab of factory
building in same block as subject property. All units have washer/dryer.
Two bed units have lvgrm, 1 1/2 baths, study area, separate kitchen.
Address
Eagle Tribune Bldg.
Finney Block
52-54 Washington St.
Units
2 one bed.
6 two bed
Sq.Ft.
1000
1000
Rents
$550 + utilities
$650 +
Owner: Dr. Mike Mallamud
Remarks: Elevator building. All appliances included. Security system.
Owner considers units to be luxury class. No vacancies.
Address
46-48 Washington St.
(above Angles & Arts)
Units
9 loft type
Sa.Ft.
500-900
Rents
approx .85/sf/mo.
+ utilities.
Owner: Richard St.Onge
Status: In final stages of construction. Three units leased.
Remarks: Owner will install interior walls to suit tenant. All units to have
washer/dryer, microwave ovens ceiling fans, carpet, sound insulated
walls, high end finishes. Tenants will share roof-top deck and community
room. 5 river-view units. 10 parking spaces will be rented to tenants.
Separate utilities.
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Haverhill Rental Comparables : Proposed and In Construction
Address
Park Lunch Rest. Bldg.
Owner: Teresa Kyle
Status:
Units
6 one bed.
Sq. Ft.
560-600
Projected Rents
$475 + utilities
In Construction
Remarks: Directly across street from subject property. Owner plans to
increase rents as taxes are increased and lease will contain pass-through
clause. Sound insulated walls, air-conditioning, all appliances, tenants to
share washer/dryer, walk-in closets. Luxury class units.
Address
Wyngate Building
Wyngate St. , Haverhill
Units
12 one bed.
18 two bed.
Sq.Ft.
650
1300
Projected Rents
$585
$1170
Owner: Richard Glanz/ - Wilkoz
Status :
$.90/sf/m
w/Richard
Owner says project is on hold until market can support rents of
onth or until project is redesigned. ( Telephone contact
Glanz 6/18/85)
Remarks : One block from subject property.
Address
Nichols Building
60-64 Washington Street
Owner: Walter Bart
Units
3 One bed.
5 Two bed.
6 Duplex
Sq. Ft.
650
735- 900
900- 1060
Projected Rents
$550 - $600 +
$625
$750
Status : In Construction. Demolition completed.
EXHIBIT 4
Haverhill Condominium Comparables
proiect
Hunter's Run
1 bd. 1 bath
2 bd. 1 1/2 bath
Liberty Hill
new townhouse
new townhouse
resales :
2bd. i bath
2bd. 1 bath
2bd. I bath
Casablanca Court
2 bd. 1 1/2 bath
2 bd. 2 bath
2 bd. 1 1/2 bath
2 bd. 1 1/2 bath
Farrwood Drive
2 bd. 1 1/2 bath
2 bd. 1 bath
sq. ft.
990
1150
1360
1160
1000
950
1000
1140
1400
1600
1200
1500
1250
price
$99,500
$110,000
$124,900
$121,900
$84,000
$83,800
$85,000
$124,900
$127,000
$134,000
$119,000
$120,900
$117,900
price/sf
$101
$95
$92
$105
$84
$88
$85
$109
$91
$84
$99
$81
$94
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existing tax law
file: EXISTING
existing tax law
WORKSHEET FOR PRO-FORA DEVELOPMENT COSTS
CONVENTIONA. FINACING WITH EXISTING TAX LAW
DATE OF PROJECTION
PROJECT NAME
ESTIMTED START DATE
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
LOCATION
PROJECT MIX - GROSS SQUARE FE T
JULY 18,1986
MERHILL MIXED UE PROJECT
JINARY 1, 1987
12 MONTHS
HAERHILL M
PROJECT CHRACTERISTICS
Rehab Existing sf
New Condominium sff
Retail sf
Parking Deck sf
Parking sf (open)
FIN@CING:
CONVENTION. MORTGAGE
56,340
0
3, 480
0
19,800
(48,000 net) Rental Units:
Studio
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail (net sf)
Condo (net sf)
Construction:
0
30
36
0 total units:
66 spaces
3062 net sf (88%)
0 net sf (88%)
Permanent:
Amount (CL)
Rate (CI)
Points(CPT)
Term (CT)
Average Out (CAV)
3,000,000
9.50%
2.00%
12 months
50%
Amount (PL)
Rate (PI)
Points (PPT)
TERM (PT)
Amortization (AN
Payment (FDS)
3,000,000
10.50%
2.00%
180 months
360 months
329, 306
EXIHIBIT 5
66
I I I
08-Aug-86
existing tax law
BASIS FOR PROJECTIONS
DEVELPNT PHSE:
Acquisition Cost
Site Improvements
Parking Land Acq.
Construction Costs
Rental Units
Retail Space
Parking
OPERATIONS PHASE :
$950,000.00
$200, 000.00
$165,000.00
$50.00
$40.00
$10.00
(25% allocated to land)
per sf
per sf
per sf
Studios
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail
GROSS OPERATINS INCOIE
N/A per month
$550.00 per month
$650.00 per month
N/A per month
$25.00 per month
$1.00 per sf/sonth
$535,349 per year
Consultants
Architectural and Engineeri
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing and Leasing
Insurance (construction per
R.E. Taxes (construction pe
Contingency
Overhead
SAE :
Capitalization Rate
Sales Expense
10,000
5.00% of const.
$45,000
$10,000
$25,000
$10,000
$5,000
10.00% of const.
5.00% of total
10.00%
6.00%
VACANCY FACTOR
Leasing Year:
Stabilized Year
Retail
Residential
Retail
Residential
ANAL OPERATING EXPENSES
Real Estate Taxes
Repairs, Maint. ,Supplies
Electricity (common areas)
Water & Sewer
Insurance
Legal & Accounting
Payroll (includes taxes)
Administrative
TAXATION
Ordinary Income
Capital Gains
Depreciation
Adjustment to Basis
H0RDILE RATE :
Before Tax
After Tax
50%
20%
19 yr. St
50% of ITC
20.00%
10.00%
TOTA
WK445ENT EXPENSE
GROWTH FACTOR:
Market Rent (IMR)
Operating Expenses (IE)
$93,000.00
5.00% net revenues
5.00%
5.00%
End of Year
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
$33,000
$12,500
$7,500
$5,000
$10,000
$5,000
$13,000
$5,000
06-Aug-86
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proposed tax law
file: PROOSED
proposed tax law
WORKS1EET FOR PRO-FORM DEVELOPENT COSTS
CONENTI(ONL FINACING WITH PROPOSED TAX LAW
DATE OF PROJECTION
PROJECT NME
ESTIMTED START DATE
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
LOCATION
PROJECT MIX - GROSS SQMRE FEET
JLLY 18,1986
HAVERHILL HISTORIC REHAB
JUJAAY 1, 1987
12 MONTHS
HVERHILL M
PROJECT CHMCTERISTICS
56,340
0
3,480
0
19,800
Rehab Existing sf
New Condominium sf
Retail sf
Parking Deck sf
Parking sf (open)
FINACING:
CMVENTIONL MORT6AE
Construction:
(48,000 net) Rental Units:
Studio
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail (net sf)
Condo (net sf)
0
30
36
0 total units:
66 spaces
3062 net sf (88%)
0 net sf (88%)
Persanent:
Amount (CL)
Rate (CI)
Points (CPT)
Term (CT)
Average Out (CMV)
$3,000,000
9.50%
2.00%
12 months
50%
Amount (PL)
Rate (PI)
Points (PPT)
TERM (PT)
Amortization (AN
Payment (FDS)
Constant
Maximum Loan
$3, 000,000
10.50%
2.00%
180 months
360 months
$329, 306
0.1098
3,003,889
52-EXMIBIT 6
66
og uq-
proposed tax law
BASIS FOR PROJECTIONS
DEVELOPENT PHSE:
Acquisition Cost
Site Improvements
Parking Land Acq.
Construction Costs
Rental Units
Retail Space
Parking (open)
Consultants
Architectural and Eng.
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing and Leasing
Insurance (construction)
R.E. Taxes (construction)
Contingency
Overhead
SAE :
Capitalization Rate
Sales Expense
OPERTIONS PHSE :
$950,000.00
$200,000.00
$165,000.00
$50.00
$40.00
$10.00
(25% allocated to land)
per sf
per sf
per sf
Studios
One Bedrom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail
GROSS OPERTINE INCOE
$10,000
5.00% of const.
$45,000
$10,000
$25,000
$10,000
$5,000
10.00% of const.
5.00% of total
10.00%
6.00%
VACANCY FACTOR
Leasing Year:
Stabilized Year
N/A per
$50.00 per
$650.00 per
N/A per
$25.00 per
$1.00 per
month
month
month
month
month
sf/month
$535, 349 per year
Retail
Residential
Retail
Residential
ANUA. OPERTING EXPENSES
Real Estate Taxes
Repairs, Maint., Supplies
Electricity (comon areas)
Water & Sewer
Insurance
Legal & Accounting
Payroll (includes taxes)
Administrative
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
$33,000
$12,500
$7,500
$5,000
$10,000
$5,000
$15,000
$5,000
TAXATION
Ordinary Income
Capital Sains
Depreciation
Adjustment to Basis
HURDLE RTE :
Before Tax
After Tax
27%
27%
30 yr. SL
100% of ITC
20.00%
10.00%
TOTA
MGEMENT EXPENSE
GROWTH FACTOR:
Market Rent (IMR)
Operating Expenses (IOE)
Market Sales Price (ISP)
COVENTION
$93,000.00
5.00% net revenues
5.00%
5.00%
8.00%
End of Year
Th-~
06-Aug-*6
proposed tax law
EXHIBIT B: PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
PROJECT
CONSTRUCTION START
SPAE
Haverhill Mixed Use
January 1, 1987
2
ACTIVITY Construction Leasing
ITEM COST ESTIMATE
Acquisition:
Buildings
Parking Land
Improvements:
Rental Apartments
Retail
Parking (open)
Site Improvements
Architectural I Eng.
Cont ingency
Total Improvement s
Consultants
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing & Leasing
Insurance (const.period)
R.E. Taxes (const.period)
Construction Interest
Construction Loan Points
Permanent Loan Points
Overhead
Total Soft Costs
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST
ITC BASIS
ITC (20%)
EGUITY REGUIRED
DEPRECIABLE BASIS
$950,000
$165,000
$2,817,000
$139,200
$198,000
$200,000
$184,481
$335,420
$3 874, 101
$10, 000
$45,000
$10,000
$25,000
$25,000
$5,000
$142,500
$60,000
$60,000
$20, 000
$63, 500
$5,621,601
$4,506,601
$901,320
$1,720,281
$4,317,781
Total
Cost
Cost Per
Square Foot (Retail + Residential)
$15.88
$2.76
$47.09
$2.33
$3.31
$3.34
$3.08
$5.61
$0.17
$0.75
$0.17
$0.42
$0.42
$0.08
$2.38
$1.00
$1.00
$4.18
$10.57
$93.98
YEAR
08-Aug--66
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SHARP w/existing tax law
file: SHAREX
existing tax law
with sharp
WORKSEET FOR PR-F1OM DEVELOPMENT COSTS
TAX-EXEMPT FINANCING W/ SARP SUBSIDY: EXISTING TAX LAW
DATE OF PROJECTION
PROJECT NAME
DEVELOPER
ESTIMATED START DATE
CONGTRTION PERIOD
LOCATION
PROJECT NIX - GROSS SMME FEET
AUGUST 6, 1986
AVERHILL HISTORIC REHAB
CMRIDGE EGUITY ASSOCIATES
JAMIARY 1, 1987
12 MONTHS
HAVERHILL M
PROJECT CARATERISTICS
Rehab Existing sf
New Condominium sf
Retail sf
Parking Deck sf
Parking sf (open)
56,340
0
3,480
0
19,800
FINANCING:
Tax Exempt Bonds w/SHRP
(48,000 net) Rental Units:
Studio
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail (net sf)
Condo (net sf)
Construction: Permanent:
Amnt (CL)
Rate (CI)
Points(CPT)
Term (CT)
Average Out (CAV)
5,280,000
8.00%
2. 00%
12 months
50%
Amount (P)
Rate (PI)
Points (PPT)
TEM (PT)
Amortization (N
Payment (FDS)
5,280,000
8.00%
2.00%
180 months
360 months
464,913
EXUIBIT 7
57
0
30
36
0
66
3062
0
total units: 66
spaces
net sf (88%)
net sf (88%)
I II In | I I
08-.Aug-*6
SHARP w/existing tax law
BASIS FOR PROJECTIONS
DEVEL ENT PHASE:
Acquisition Cost
Site Improvements
Parking Land Acq.
Construction Costs
Rental Units
Retail Space
Parking
OPERTIONS PSE :
$950,000.00
$200,000.00
$165,000.00
$50.00
$40.00
$10.00
(25% land)
per sf
per sf
per sf
Studios
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail
Market:
N/A
$550.00
$650.00
N/A
$25.00
$1.00
per month
per month
per month
per month
per month
per sf/month
Below market:(17 units)
N/A per month
$365.00 per month (8)
$400.00 per month (9)
N/A per month
GROSS OPERTING INCME $445,049 per year
Consultants
Architectural and Engineeri
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing and Leasing
Insurance (const. period)
R.E. Taxes (const. period)
Contingency
Overhead
SALE :
Capitalization Rate
Sales Expense
10,000
5.00% of const.
$45,000
$10,000
$25,000
$10,000
$5,000
10.00% of const.
10.00% of total
10.00%
6.00%
VACANCY FACTOR
Leasing Year:
Stabilized Year
Retail
Residential
Retail
Residential
PNfl. OPERTING EXPENSES
Real Estate Taxes
Repairs, Maint., Supplies
Electricity (common areas)
Water I Sewer
Insurance
Legal & Accounting
Payroll (includes taxes)
Administrative
TAXATION
Ordinary Income
Capital Gains
Depreciation
Adjustment to Basis
RDLE RATE :
Before Tax
After Tax
TOTIL
50%
20%
19 yr. S.
50% of ITC
20.00%
10.00%
Mi#A6EMENT EXPENSE
GROWTH FACTOR:
Market Rent (IMR)
Operating Expenses (IOE)
$93,000.00
5.00% net revenues
5.00%
5.00%
CONENTION End of Year
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
$33,000
$12, 500
$7,500
$5,000
$10,000
$5, 000
$15,000
$5,000
-N
0*-Aug-*6
9uARP w/existing tax law
EXHIBIT B: PROJECT COST ESTIMTE
PROJECT Haverhill Mixed Use
CONSTRCTION START January 1, 1987
SPAE
YEAR 2
ACTIVITY Construction Leasing
ITEM COST ESTIMTE
Acquisition:
Buildings
Parking Land
Improvements:
Rental Apartments
Retail
Parking (open)
Site Iprovements
Architectural I Engi
Contingency
Total Improvements
Consultants
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing & Leasing
Insurance (const.period)
R.E. Taxes (const.period)
Construction Interest
Construction Loan Points
Permanent Loan Points
Development Fee
Total Soft Costs
TOTA. ESTIMTED COST
ITC BASIS
ITC (25%)
Total
Cost
$950,000
$165,000
$2,817,000
$139,200
$198,000
$200, 000
$184,481
$335 420
$3,874,101
$10,000
$45,000
$10,000
$25,000
$25,000
$5,000
$211,200
$105,600
$105,600
$487, 000
$1, 029, 400
$6,018,501
$4,903,501
$1, 225,875
EQUITY REUIRED
DEPECIABLE BASIS
$0 (adjusted for ITC)
$4,460,663
Cost Per
Square Foot
$15.88
$2.76
$47.09
$2.33
$3.31
$3.34
$3.08
$5.61
$64.76
$0.17
$0.75
$0.17
$0.42
$0.42
$0.08
$3.53
$1.77
$1.77
$8.14
$17.21
$100.61
59
08-Ag-86
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sharp: proposed tax law
file: SRPRO
proposed tax law
with sharp
WORSHEET FOR PRD-F000 DEVELOPWNT COSTS
TAX-EXEMPT FINACING W/ SHARP SUBSIDY: PROSED TAX LAW
DATE OF PROJECTION
PROJECT NME
ESTIMTED START DATE
CONSTRUCTION PERIOD
LOCATION
PROJECT MIX - GROSS SaL"RE FEET
JI.Y 26,1986
H AVE ILL HISTORIC REHAB
JWARY 1, 1987
12 MONTHS
HAVERHILL MA
PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS
56,340
0
3,480
0
19,800
Rehab Existing sf
New Condominium sf
Retail sf
Parking Deck sf
Parking sf (open)
FINANCING:
CONVENTIONAL MORTGAGE
Construction:
(48,000 net) Rental Units:
Studio
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail (net sf)
Condo (net sf)
0
30
36
0
66 spaces
3062 net sf (88%)
0 net sf (88%)
Permanent:
5,280,000
8.00%
2.00%
12 months
50%
Amount (PL)
Rate (PI)
Points (PPT)
TERM (PT)
Amortization (AM
Payment (FDS)
5,280,000
8.00%
2.00%
180 months
360 months
464,913
EKHIBIT 8
total units: 66
Amount (CL)
Rate (CI)
Points(CPT)
Term (CT)
Average Out (CAV)
08--Aug-86
62
sharp: proposed tax law
BASIS FOR PROJECTIONS
DEVELOPENT PASE:
Acquisition Cost
Site Improvements
Parking Land Acq.
Construction Costs
Rental Units
Retail Space
Parking
OPERTION6 PASE :
$950,000.00
$200,000.00
$165,000.00
$50.00
$40.00
$10.00
(25% land)
per sf
per sf
per sf
Studios
One Bedroom
Two Bedroom
Three Bedroom
Parking
Retail
Market:
N/A
$550.00
$650.00
N/A
$25.00
$1.00
per
per
per
per
per
per
month
month
month
month
month
sf/month
Below market:
N/A per
$365.00 per
$400.00 per
N/A per
GROSS OPERTING INCOME $490,589 per year
Consultants
Architectural and Engineeri
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing and Leasing
Insurance (const. period)
R.E. Taxes (const. period)
Contingency
Overhead
SLE :
Capitalization Rate
Sales Expense
TAXATION
Ordinary Income
Capital Gains
Depreciation
Adjustment to Basis
HURDLE RATE :
Before Tax
After Tax
10,000
5.00% of const.
$45,000
$10, 000
$25,000
$10,000
$5,000
10.00% of const.
10.00% of total
10.00%
6.00%
VACANCY FACTOR
Leasing Year:
Stabilized Year
Retail
Residential
Retail
Residential
NAUL OPERTING EXPENES
Real Estate Taxes
Repairs,Maint.,Supplies
Electricity (common areas)
Water & Sewer
Insurance
Legal & Accounting
Payroll (includes taxes)
Administrative
TOTA
30%
30%
30 yr. SL
100% of ITC
20.00%
10.00%
4GEMENT EXPENSE
GROWTH FACTOR:
Market Rent (IMR)
Operating Expenses (WE)
CONVENTION
10.00%
5.00%
10.00%
5.00%
$33,000
$12,500
$7,500
$5,000
$10,000
$5,000
$15,000
$5,9000
$93,000.00
5.00% net revenues
5.00%
5.00%
End of Year
63
month
month
month
month
08-Aug-86
sharp: proposed tax las
EXHIBIT B: PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
PROJECT Haverhill Mixed Use
CONSTRUCTION START January 1, 1987
SPACE
2YEAR
ACTIVITY
ITEM COST ESTIMATE
Construction Leasing
Total
Cost
Acquisition:
Buildings
Parking Land
Ieprovements:
Rental Apartments
Retail
Parking (open)
Site Improvements
Architectural & Engi
Contingency
Total Improvements
Consultants
Legal and Accounting
Permits
Marketing & Leasing
Insurance (const.period)
R.E. Taxes (const.period)
Construction Interest
Construction Loan Points
Permanent Loan Points
Development Fee
Total Soft Costs
TOTA ESTIMATED COST
ITC BASIS
ITC (20%)
$950, 000
$165,000
$2,817,000
$139,200
$198, 000
$200,000
$184,481
$335, 420
$3,874,101
$10,000
$45,000
$10,000
$25,000
$25,000
$5,000
$211,200
$105,600
$105,600
$487,000
$1,029,400
$6,018,501
$4,903,501
$980,700
EGUITY REUIRED
DEPECIAB.E BASIS
$0 (adjusted for ITC)
$4,092,901
Cost Per
Square Foot
$3.34
$3.08
$5.61
$0.17
$0.75
$0.17
$0.42
$0.42
$0.08
$3.53
$1.77
$1.77
$8.14
$17.21
$100.61
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NOTES
Chapter I
1. Interview with Steve Cohen, Cambridge Equity Associates, June 6, 1986.
2. Haverhill Gazette, July 15,1986.
3. "Profile of Haverhill", Haverhill Chamber of Commerce, 1985.
4. Haverhill Riverfront, Conway School of Landscape Design, 1981.
5. "The Heart of Haverhill", Haverhill Chamber of Commerce, 1984.
6. National Register of Historic Places", Massachusetts Historical
Commission, 1983.
7. "National Register of Historic Places Inventory-Nomination Form:
Washington Street Shoe District", 1976.
Chapter 2
1. *Profile of Haverhill", Haverhill Chamber of Commerce, 1985.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Interview with David S. Street, Merrimack Valley Planning Commission,
July 25, 1986.
5. Interview with Dr. Howard Hill, June 13, 1986.
6. Interview with Dr. Mike Mallamud, June 12, 1986.
7. Interview with Richard St.Onge, June 12, 1986.
8. Interview with Teresa Kyle, June I 1, 1986.
9. Interview with Walter Bart, June 14, 1986.
Chapter 3
1. Federal Income Taxation of Real Estate, Gerald J. Robinson,
Warren,Gorham & Lamont, 1985.
2. "Tax Reform Act of 1986 : Provisions Affecting Real Estate Development",
Csaplar & Bok, July 14,1986.
3. Interview with Peter Munkenbeck, Greater Boston Community
Development, July 9, 1986.
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